
UX/UI Consulting for Sketchmob
Thank you Mike for your order on fiverr.com! Here is my analysis:

SKETCHMOB

PART 1: MARKET STUDY

● Indirect Competitors

Let’s have a look at www.etsy.com In terms of UX/UI, we can definitely take inspiration from
this website to create a left column on the page and add advanced filters.

You have mentioned www.fiverr.com and there are many things you can take from this
platform to enhance your user experience. Let’s list the different points of improvements
from Fiverr:

● Mixing different levels of sellers (new/not ranked/pro and well-ranked services)
● Add a portfolio preview directly in the service preview with sliders
● Add labels on services, can be “new” or “rising talent” or “chosen/selected by the

team”
● Use a feature like “Buyer Requests” that could be “Challenges” for you inside the

seller area

● Direct Competitors

The first website is www.artcorgi.com The nice thing about this website is that they have a
homepage that is designed like a landing page. In terms of marketing, the landing page
allows to:

● Establish a clear proposition about what the website is about
● Have a clear “how it works” section with 1/2/3 step display
● Show partners/press to increase credibility and trust
● Have a needs-based section around 3 main products/services available
● Have an origin-story section to know more about the website
● Have testimonials displayed in a clear section with sliders
● Allow users to answer their main preoccupations or doubts with a FAQ
● Have a “money back guarantee” section which also increase trust and security
● Last but not least, the services are sorted by default by “latest” and not “most

popular” as it is the case on your website

Let’s then have a look at www.artistsnclients.com The only thing we can take from this
website is the idea to have a Facebook/Twitter share link directly on top of each service. As
for the rest, the website is too confusing, the design is quite bad, the menu is too hard to
understand, overall this is quite a bad example in terms of UX/UI.
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Let’s review now www.paintyourlife.com We can identify PROS and CONS from this website
as there are quite great things to get inspiration from but also some mistakes.

PROS:
● The top bar with the discount code is great
● Displaying a phone number if you need help is also a very good idea on the top right

of the page
● Have a Trustpilot service is a good thing, the alternative would be to have Google

Reviews which would fill the same goal but will also help your SEO
● To increase trust and credibility, the section “Our commitment to clients” with bullet

points is a nice thing that you should reproduce on your landing page
● Having a 5-step API process for the Order page is also a nice idea that you could

reuse to get a quote, even if I will recommend later on this brief to use Typeform
● Finally, the popup page to get a 15% code is a really interesting strategic idea:

CONS:
● Have a “how it works” page is a good idea if you have a lot of content to show, but

you should use more 1/2/3 step displays and FAQ instead of a video like they are
using on their website

● "I want this artist to paint my painting" not always working and probably too direct
when it’s working

● Click on service enlarges the photo instead of knowing more and going to the service
dedicated page

Let’s talk finally about www.mydavinci.com
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As you can see above, I think it’s a very beautiful idea to have the portfolio displayed into
subjects categories. It might not apply to all the sellers, but for the most complete sellers
that’s a very nice idea in terms of user experience. It’s also a great thing to have all the
reviews visible at one glance. Finally, they show a selection of services, you could reuse this
idea to have “selected services” with the artists of the week / of the month.

● Custom Print Websites

Let’s study the website www.zazzle.com The vertical menu is a really nice UX/UI concept
that you could reuse on your website to have your main user need-based menu:

1. Use a “photo” icon to create an artwork from a photo
2. Use a “document” icon or “+” icon to create a new artwork from a brief
3. Use a “printer” icon to show On-Print services to buy and print existing artworks
4. (Optional) Add “NFT” logo that could be linked to a nft-dedicated page

The bad UX/UI inputs from this website are the fact that almost any link is opened into a new
tab and that for each service, we have almost 4 lines of suggested/featured products. That
is way too much and way too confusing.

From the website www.artflakes.com we can get the fact that they use a cart and user
account logos on the top right of the menu but also that we have a great “discover” page
with a random patchwork from all the portfolios of the website.

From www.spreadshirt.com we can actually take almost everything from the above
screenshot:

● We have a top banner with discount codes, a “start selling” button that could be
“request an artwork”, help and login buttons

● We have a 2-need layout with Create/Shop that we have both on the menu and on the
top banner that is really nice and should be reused on top of your landing page. The
wording should be “create an artwork from a photo or a brief” / “shop unique designs
and print them on almost any kind of support”
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● The button “start designing now” could be “find an artist now” and “find something
you love” should be reused with the same wording

● The last menu “create now” with sub menus is also really nice

Finally, the last website is www.threadless.com you can reuse here the idea of the artist of
the day that you could readapt with “artist(s) of the week” or “artist(s) of the month” as
already suggested previously.

The other two websites from your list are www.designbyhumans.com and
www.society6.com there is no particular output from these websites as they are pretty well
executed and standard e-commerce platforms.

● SWOT Analysis

Strengths Weaknesses

- Lots of reviews, lots of artists and
great content to showcase
portfolios and the diversity of your
website

- Dedicated page for services is great,
except for the portfolio which can be
improved

- Not a bad design and good UX
principles overall

- Excellent DNA of the brand and
origin-story

- The strengths are not well
highlighted: reviews and artworks
should be more easy to watch /
filters should be more complete /
the DNA of your brand and
origin-story is not showcased on
your website

- At first glance, it looks that the
website is only about reproducing a
photo to artwork

- Most important button on the menu
is for sellers and not customers

- No landing page to highlight
testimonials / reinforce trust

Opportunities Threats

- Complete the experience of the
website with Print on demand
services

- Take advantage of the filters to
highlight “NFT” which is a booming
sector

- Market study highlight that
competitors’ websites are not all
fully optimized for UX/UI

- Related-art sectors to consider
sub-websites / sub-brands like
Sketmob Market to create a
marketplace, Sketmob Learn for
e-learning and Sketmob Tattoos

- Dedicated websites for NFT only
and for auction

- Dedicated websites for On Print
demand, more a website is oriented
to a need and a service, the best it is

- Having too much services and
sub-products in one website: the
suggestion is to test the potential of
your sub-websites with your target
and artists and create one website
per new concept/idea
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PART 2: PLAN THE REDESIGN OF THE WEBSITE

● Redesign the current page available on www.sketchmob.com

From the market study, we can identify the following improvements for your current page in
terms of DESIGN:

1. Add labels on services, can be “new” or “rising talent” or “chosen/selected by the
team” + Facebook/Twitter share link directly on top of each service

2. Add a portfolio preview directly in the service preview with sliders and rating stars
3. Add a small top bar with the discount code
4. Use icons for the account / cart on the menu

From the market study, we can identify the following improvements for your current page in
terms of UX/UI:

1. Mixing different levels of sellers (new/not ranked/pro and well-ranked services)
2. Use a feature like “Buyer Requests” that could be “Challenges” for you inside the

seller area
3. Portfolio displayed into subjects categories

In addition to these comments, I would suggest the following:
1. Join as an Artist > change button for an orange button “Request an artwork”, put this

button inside the menu and not vertically on the left as it is now
2. Join as an Artist should be inside the footer
3. Add a “load more” button at the end of a 40/50 item list to fix the fact that it’s

currently impossible to click on the footer from the page as it always loads more
items

4. Add a 3-column display to separate the types of services on top of the page
5. Reviews at one glance, no "view art" button

In terms of SEO, the best advice is to study the best keywords from Google Trends but also
from Google Ads (studying the cheapest VS most expensive keywords on your target and
integrate them in your titles, URLs and descriptions). Your Google Analytics account should
be linked to Google Search Engine, all your pages indexed with a great sitemap. You should
also ask and encourage customers but also artists to leave a review on your Google Page
(create one Google Business Page) to boost your SEO.

For the API “request an artwork”, I would create the form on Typeform which will be linked
to your Google Analytics account so you can study and improve the funnel, and integrate
your API in order to add new answers into the seller’s page that should be called “challenges”
or “buyer requests” if you want to separate “challenges” and “buyer requests”.

Taking these comments into account, in terms of design, we should have something like this
below:
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We’ve also been talking about a few more improvements after our 2-hour conference.

I have then redesigned the wireframe on Photoshop which could be something more like
(please consider it’s a low-fidelity wireframe, but it will be a good basis/support to provide an
excellent brief to your designer/developer):
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Please just consider the following improvements/recommendations VS the wireframe
above:

1. Use the good images and wording as suggested before for the first hero banner (see
suggestions about spreadshirt)

2. Use icons that fit the description for the left menu (buy & print = printer, etc)
3. Use the good wording and options for the filter on the left
4. Add 1/2/3/4 step for print an artwork: 1) Choose artwork / 2) Choose support / 3)

Custom delivery / 4) Receive your printed artwork
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● Plan to create a landing page / home page

This could be the ideal layout for the landing page / home page in terms of UX/UI and
strategy, some suggestions are possible to be inverted like section 5 and 7, 8 and 10
amongst others that could be accepted:

1. HERO HEADER: please use hero header like spearshirt.com
2. 3-column display: what the website is about, you can use the following proposition

from the wireframe (get art from a photo / from a brief / buy and print artwork)
3. Show partners/press if any
4. Showcase best artists / selection of artists by types of artworks (3 to 5 column

display)
5. Add testimonials
6. Add section to request an artwork
7. Add section about “NFT”
8. Add an origin-story / about the website
9. Have a “money back guarantee” section
10. Add section “Our commitment to clients” with bullet points
11. Add #2 section to request an artwork
12. Add FAQ

● Recommendations for the website

Regarding the website overall, it would also be a nice thing to add a popup page to receive a
% code and add two pages that could be 1) discover page with patchwork of artworks and 2)
dedicated NFT page.

You should use typeform also for the sign-up of artists, as said in our phone conversation,
using Typeform allows you to create a deep logic and skip or - on the other hand -  develop
the questionnaire depending on the previous answers. Ask why if they say “no”, enter into
sub-questions if they select a specific answer, ask to add a URL/Document/Photo directly
inside the form, you can also add direct payment with a Stripe account on Typeform.

Requesting an artwork can have an overall 3-step process that can be summed up into: Style
/ Subject / Sketch / Shading / Color. Some considerations:

● Allow clients to be offered to work with several artists specialized into either Sketch
or Shading or Color

● Allow clients to create a challenge with a Premium plan for instance and receive
different artworks and propositions
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● Integrate 7P Marketing Strategy into the website

➔ PRODUCT STRATEGY: Working with 1/2/3 step sections is a great way to easily
understand what the services are about. The hero banner with a 2-column display will
be a good way to orientate visitors. About future products or new services, you
should test the potential thanks to surveys and create separated websites /
subproducts not to confuse users.

➔ PRICE STRATEGY: It would be nice to have a Standard plan where the team selects
an artist for the client for one artwork / Premium plan where clients can create a
challenge to receive multiple artwork proposals/designs (could be 5 artworks up till
10 artworks, you can have a high price here and be able to reward artists / the
winning artist should-could receive more money than others) >> this strategy is great
from a customer perspective but also from an artist perspective as it creates a
challenge and is the possibility to earn more money for artists and be motivated,
while increasing engagement with your platform and incentives for new artists.

➔ PEOPLE STRATEGY: You could talk about yourself or your team, about the project,
the goal, the origin and DNA - knowing who is behind the website and having a visual
representation of the team and people is a great reassurance. Having a ”about us”
section/page will help, don’t hesitate to add pictures of your offices and/or your
team.

➔ PHYSICAL EVIDENCE: You should also have more testimonials, this will be the key to
reassure future users. Testimonials with real photos are even better. To improve your
SEO strategy, ask reviews on a dedicated Google Page associated with the website
URL, you can also show your partnerships and press articles if you can have any in
the future.

➔ PROCESS: Instead of using a form, I would add two CTA Buttons, one after the 1/2/3
how does it work, one after testimonials, to “request an artwork” or “create a
challenge” and I would link these buttons to Typeform. I would choose this platform
for the fluidity, the design and the logic you can implement. I would ask for the style,
inspirations, the budget, the requirements in terms of size etc and any information
you might think useful and relevant. I would also use typeform to sign-up as an artist.

➔ PLACE: It’s nice to show where you are located and show your office address
probably inside the footer of the page. Ex: Created with <3 in… Made in... (Optional)

➔ PROMOTION: You should think about planning a strong Social Media Strategy
(Facebook / Instagram at least) and/or Google Ads Plan to increase visits on the
website and test the best keywords to be used inside your title/description and SEO.
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PART 3: PLANNING YOUR STRATEGY

● Increase Seller’s engagement

In order to increase seller’s engagement, you should think about the following
recommendations:

1. Not getting the notification emails > sign-up with double email confirmation (won't
be considered as SPAMS) but also create an app with notifications

2. Not accepting commissions: you should have sellers’ incentives like on Fiverr:

3. Keep engagement with sellers: Allow artists to take part into challenges or answer
buyers’ requests directly from their seller area, encourage them by attributing a % on
your commission (depending if they just participate or if they win) that you should
plan in the definition of the price for the Premium Plan

4. Make them feel like a community: Create a whatsapp or facebook group. Seller
pages should contain stats, buyer requests / community challenges, forum to be able
to share and connect with others, seller marketplace if you don’t create a dedicated
website for that purpose
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● Overcome current challenges from a customer perspective

To overcome the current challenges you are facing and improve user experience, you can
consider the following recommendations:

1. New artists to be discovered > random display of artists like Fiverr with labels "New
Seller" / "Rising Talent" / "Selected by the team" or “sort by latest” as suggested
before

2. Customers to find the right artist > More filters on the left + highlighted "Request
an artwork" buttons

3. Customers don’t know which artist to commission > Highlight buttons for
“request an artwork” + Preview gallery and delivery portfolio directly from the
homepage with sliders

4. Make it easier for customers > create two plans Standard/Premium to leave the
choice of the artist to the Sketchmob team, users like pricing features with 2 or 3
plans, it’s a good way to convert a visitor directly without forcing him to review all your
artists and all the services. If you go for this option, you can link the “request an
artwork” button to the pricing page THEN use typeform to specify buyer’s request

5. Customers don’t come back because the artist doesn’t answer > monitor sellers’
responses to offer an alternative if the seller doesn’t answer after 24h or 48h

6. Cross-sell strategy > offer a discount code at the end of an artwork order to print
their artwork on any material/support + send this code also by email

7. Low Social Referral > Use API to provide discount code if you share your artwork
on a social media platform

● Plan the development of the brand/website

Regarding NFT, on your website you should sell NFT-ready custom orders and add the option
to share NFT to all platform markets at the end of the order if the customer is willing to do it.
About the NFT ideas from the brief, the best way should be to test these proposals with your
artists by sending a survey around NFT development of the website.
You cannot sell NFT artworks on the “On-Print” page because that would imply taking out
from selling any artwork that has already been sold. I would suggest if you want to go further
into NFT to create a dedicated website where you can provide specific information about
how it works, what are the benefits to buy from your platform, specific FAQ and NFT-related
content. I would suggest to include “collectible trading” on a separate website too.

At the end of the client order, to sum up, you can suggest the following cross-sell strategy:
● NFT-ready > suggest to share to market platforms
● Not NFT-ready > suggest to print artwork on any material/support
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Regarding the marketplace for sellers, either you can add this feature on a dedicated page
inside the seller’s account but I would suggest to create a dedicated website for that and
subproduct from your brand that should be “Sketchmob Market” or “Sketchmob
Marketplace”. You should test this idea, the interest from your artists and the pricing
possibilities directly among your current artists sending an email with a link to a typeform
before even spending money on development for the page or the website.

Regarding the e-learning platform, I think that you can take almost 100% from
learn.fiverr.com because the platform as a user is perfect in terms of UX/UI. Developing such
a platform also means a very high cost, you should also test this idea with your artists with a
quick survey because getting into creating a website that could be named  “Sketmob Learn”.

Regarding the tattoo platform, I also think that this service should be on a specific website.
It helps users not to be confused and it also helps your SEO strategy and your conversion
rate as a bounce rate from Google Analytics (people stay on your page and website because
they understand it’s specific to their needs). You should test two interesting concepts:

● Custom Fake Tattoos that you can print
● Sketches for real tattoo projects

The url of this website could be sketchmob-tattoo.com or just sketch-my-tattoo.com that is
even more direct. As a core target myself for this product, I think that this is a strong concept
and that there is a need for it.

Overall, I think that you have a strong concept that just needs some finetuning and
development to be more highlighted and capitalized. For all your ideas, the best answers
come from your customers and from your artists. I think that with +20 000 artists, you
should have enough answers from the surveys you might send to them to be able to take
decisions and build the future of your website and other concepts / sub-websites.

As a final overall recommendation, try to make it simple for artists, customers but also for
yourself, by having a easy API to buy an artwork on sell, have pre-built paid plans for
customers but also for your future marketplace or any other website you might create and
overuse Typeform to convert visitors into clients, offer quotes but also get sign-ups and
above all make it profitable by creating surveys for your future ideas of development.

It was a real pleasure to work on your analysis. Feel free to ask any question regarding this
analysis at any time, even after delivery. Please kindly rate and share your experience on
Fiverr, this is the only way for me to guarantee the quality of this service for future buyers.
Thank you very much in advance.

All the best of luck!
Alexis.
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